
James & Nicholson

JN302 Men's Running Short Tights

  Short running tights

Comfortable elastic fabric with LYCRA®
Breathable, fast-drying and moisture-adjusting
Mesh inset on the sides, flat seams, elastic waistband
Small key pocket with zip

Fabric: Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 90%
polyamide, 10% elastane

Country of origin: China

Customs tariff number 61034300

Care instructions

  w o d m U 

Partner article

   Ladies' Running Short Tights
 Art-Nr.: JN312

Available colours

 S M L XL XXL

Weight in g 129g 139g 142g 152g 167g

VPE
(pcs. per inner
packaging / pcs. per
outer packaging)

1/50 1/50 1/50 1/50 1/50

measurements in cm S M L XL XXL

1/2 waistband

relaxed:

35,00 cm 37,00 cm 39,00 cm 41,00 cm 43,00 cm

1/2 hip: 43,00 cm 45,00 cm 47,00 cm 49,00 cm 51,00 cm

length of side: 43,00 cm 44,00 cm 45,00 cm 46,00 cm 48,00 cm

  
Available colours

   black (blackC)



  
Features

  
  LYCRA®
  Lycra® allows the fabric both to stretch significantly and to retain its shape. Fabrics and garments made with Lycra
offer exceptional fit, comfort, freedom of movement and wrinkle recovery.

  LYCRA® Sport
  As a ‘second skin’ products with LYCRA® SPORT support the performance of ambitious athletes. With their
performance-enhancing compression effect, they meet the highest demands on freedom to move, fit, shape retention.
Therefore, they are ideal for all sports.

  Reflex
  IQseen is the brand for high reflective materials. With an even distribution around the body this material will make
the wearer visible of a distance up to 160 meters. IQseen silver reflective materials fulfill the requirements of the EN
471. Millions of glass beads reflect the light back to its source. The wearer of the product becomes more visible and
the motorist has more time to react. This makes the difference! Clearly visible!
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